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Why do we need dark matter?

Galaxy rotation curves: stars move too fast based on visible matter distribution 

Bullet cluster: dark matter gravitationally lenses light around it in this cluster 

CMB anisotropy power spectrum: dark matter needed to explain anisotropies
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What could dark matter be?

Mass could span almost one hundred of 
orders of magnitude! 

Could be heavy, e.g. WIMPs 

Could be ultralight 

Could be primordial black holes 

We study ultralight dark matter based on 
the frequency range to which ground-
based gravitational-wave detectors are 
sensitive: 10-2000 Hz —> (10-14–10-11 eV/c2)
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Ultralight dark matter
Fixed dark matter energy density  —> huge occupation 
number —> overlapping wavefunctions that can be 
modelled as superposition of plane waves 

Could be generated nonthermally via the misalignment 
mechanism in the early universe  

Forms coherently oscillating field at quasi-fixed frequency 

Produced with very small kinetic energies, but becomes 
virialised during the formation of galactic structures, giving 
these particles the finite coherence time  

Velocities follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 
centered about the virial velocity , the 
velocity at which dark matter orbits the center of the galaxy

ρDM
N0

v0 ∼ 220 km/s
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Ultralight dark matter signals

Coherence length >> separation 
between detectors, leading to 
correlated signals 

The signal imprinted in our 
detectors will be quasi-
monochromatic, with stochastic 
frequency variations of 

 Hz if 𝒪(v2
0 f ) ∼ 𝒪(10−6f ) Tobs > Tcoh
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The signal and analysis strategy
Example of simulated dark 
photon dark matter interaction 

Power spectrum structure results 
from superposition of plane 
waves, visible when  

Principle of data analysis: break 
dataset into smaller chunks of 
length  to confine this 
frequency modulation to one 
frequency bin, then sum power 
incoherently 

TFFT > Tcoh

TFFT ∼ Tcoh
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One day shown, but signal lasts longer than observing run

Miller et al. 2020, PRD 103, 103002



Types of particle dark matter

Scalar, dilaton dark matter 

Axion (-like) particles 

Vector dark matter (dark photons)
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Scalar, dilaton dark matter

Couples with strengths  
to standard model photon and 
electron fields, respectively 

Physically seen as change in 
electron mass and atomic Bohr 
radius 

Leads to changes in size and 
index of refraction of solids

Λγ and Λe
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Observable effects of scalar dark matter
GEO600 most sensitive, since 
interferometers are not sensitive to 
common mode motion induced by 
scalar dark matter 

Freely-suspended beam splitter would 
oscillate due to time-varying size 
changes induced by scalar dark matter 

Time-varying index of refraction would 
change optical path length across beam 
splitter too, though smaller effect
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Searching for scalar dark matter
Search performed on GEO600 data between 
50-8192 Hz on seven segments each of  seconds 

Spectral estimation method (LPSD): varies the 
FFT length as a function of dilaton mass at every 
log(frequency) 

Average estimates of signal power spectrum 
(average the FFTs) 

Constrained scalar, dilaton/modulus (coupling to 
QCD with dominant coupling to gluon) and 
relaxation halo models (same as dilaton but mixing 
with Higgs boson)
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Axions
Pseudo-scalar particle originally 
introduced to solve strong CP problem 
(QCD axion)  

Various axion-like particles (ALPs) 
predicted by string theory and 
supergravity  

Many experiments to search for ALPs 
through axion-photon coupling 
Especially by using magnetic fields
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“Light shining through 
wall” (LSW) Experiments



Axions modulate photon 
polarizations

Axions could couple to photons 

Left- and right- circularly polarized light 
will travel at different speeds in the 
presence of an axion field 

No need for external magnetic field 

Longer arms improve sensitivity 

Polarization flip at the mirrors enhances 
signal strength if round-trip time equals 
odd-multiples of axion oscillation period
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Future searches for axions
Can search for GWs and axions 
simultaneously, but additional optics 
needed near photodiode and mirrors 

Projected constraints for future 
detectors 

Different arm length gives different 
resonances for all detectors 

Search in the reflection and the 
transmission ports of FP cavities. 
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Vector bosons: dark photons

Formulated as a contribution to the standard model action 

Gauge boson of U(1) group that interacts weakly with protons and/
or neutrons in materials 

Has an associated “dark” electric field —> force on test masses 

In the absence of a detection, we put limits on ɛD

mA : dark photon mass
ɛD : coupling strength
Aµ : dark vector potential 
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Results: O3 dark photon search
All outliers vetoed in excess power 
method; only 4 sub-threshold outliers 
consistent with Gaussian noise 
expectation for cross-correlation 

Feldman-Cousins approach used to set 
upper limits, which assume our detection 
statistics follow a Gaussian distribution 

Both common and differential motion 
strains considered when calculating these 
limits 

See H. Guo’s talk later today for more 
details
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Future KAGRA vector dark 
matter search

Differential arm strain mostly cancelled out 

Sapphire mirrors for arm cavities, and 
fused silica mirrors for others 

B-L charge for 

Fused silica: 0.501 

Sapphire: 0.510 

KAGRA can do better than LIGO/Virgo in 
low mass range by using auxiliary length 
channels for the B-L coupling
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Primordial black holes

Low spins of LIGO/Virgo black hole 
mergers, and merging rate inferences 
have revived the interest in PBHs 

Black holes that formed in the early 
universe can take on a wide range of 
masses depending on when they formed 

Planetary- and asteroid-mass range not 
well constrained, and even current 
constraints can be evaded if e.g. PBHs 
form in clusters
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Constraints from an O3 all-sky search

Upper limits on GW amplitude for all-sky searches 
are generic and can be applied to any system whose 
GW frequency is quasi-monochromatic and linear 

Can place constraints on the merging rates and 
abundances of  PBHs at distances of O(pc) from us 

We assume quasi-circular orbits a binary system 
with m1=2.5Msun and a very light companion  

Assume monochromatic mass function for m1 f(m1) 
and that fraction of dark matter that PBHs 
compose fpbh=1 

Limits on rates are model-independent 

Limits on abundance are model-dependent
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Assume rate model from G. Hutsi+ 
(2021) & Raidal (2019) 

 Constraints on parameter that relates 
to fpbh as a function of m2

LVK: arXiv:2201.00697
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Conclusions
Upper limits from multiple searches for dark matter improve upon 
existing ones from direct dark matter detection experiments 

Primordial black holes can be probed in a variety of ways 

Future upgrades and detectors (e.g. Einstein Telescope, LISA, 
DECIGO, TianQin) will result in improved sensitivity towards dark 
matter interactions, and will probe different mass ranges 

Using gravitational-wave detectors as particle physics experiments is a 
nice bridge between the two fields
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Tensor bosons
Arise as a modification to gravity, even though it acts as an additional dark 
matter particle 

Metric perturbation couples to detector:  

Self-interaction strength  determines how strong metric perturbation is 

 encodes the five polaraizations of the spin-2 field 

Will appear as a Yukawa-like fifth force modification of the gravitational 
potential

h(t) =
α ρDM

2mMp

cos(mt + ϕ0)Δϵ

α

Δϵ
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Projected sensitivity towards 
tensor bosons

Current and future detector 
sensitivities plotted, along with 
constraints from fifth force 
experiments 

Depending on theoretical 
coupling strength, GW 
interferometers could constrain 
the existence of tensor boson 
interactions
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